Voice cloning is a highly desired feature for personalized speech interfaces. We introduce a neural voice cloning system that learns to synthesize a person's voice from only a few audio samples. We study two approaches: speaker adaptation and speaker encoding. Speaker adaptation is based on fine-tuning a multi-speaker generative model. Speaker encoding is based on training a separate model to directly infer a new speaker embedding, which will be applied to a multi-speaker generative model. In terms of naturalness of the speech and similarity to the original speaker, both approaches can achieve good performance, even with a few cloning audios.
Introduction
Generative models based on deep neural networks have been successfully applied to many domains such as image generation [e.g., Oord et al., 2016b , Karras et al., 2017 , speech synthesis [e.g., Oord et al., 2016a , Arik et al., 2017a , and language modeling [e.g., Jozefowicz et al., 2016] . Deep neural networks are capable of modeling complex data distributions and can be further conditioned on external inputs to control the content and style of generated samples.
In speech synthesis, generative models can be conditioned on text and speaker identity [e.g., Arik et al., 2017b] . While text carries linguistic information and controls the content of the generated speech, speaker identity captures characteristics such as pitch, speech rate and accent. One approach for multi-speaker speech synthesis is to jointly train a generative model and speaker embeddings on triplets of text, audio and speaker identity [e.g., Ping et al., 2018] . The idea is to encode the speaker-dependent information with low-dimensional embeddings, while sharing the majority of the model parameters across all speakers. One limitation of such methods is that they can only generate speech for observed speakers during training. An intriguing task is to learn the voice of an unseen speaker from a few speech samples, a.k.a. voice cloning, which corresponds to few-shot generative modeling of speech conditioned on the speaker identity. While a generative model can be trained from scratch with a large amount of audio samples 3 , we focus on voice cloning of a new speaker with a few minutes or even few seconds data. It is challenging as the model has to learn the speaker characteristics from very limited amount of data, and still generalize to unseen texts.
In this paper, we investigate voice cloning in sequence-to-sequence neural speech synthesis systems [Ping et al., 2018] . Our contributions are the following:
1. We demonstrate and analyze the strength of speaker adaption approaches for voice cloning, based on fine-tuning a pre-trained multi-speaker model for an unseen speaker using a few samples.
2. We propose a novel speaker encoding approach, which provides comparable naturalness and similarity in subjective evaluations while yielding significantly less cloning time and computational resource requirements.
3. We propose automated evaluation methods for voice cloning based on neural speaker classification and speaker verification.
4. We demonstrate voice morphing for gender and accent transformation via embedding manipulations.
Related Work
Our work builds upon the state-of-the-art in neural speech synthesis and few-shot generative modeling.
Neural speech synthesis:
Recently, there is a surge of interest in speech synthesis with neural networks, including Deep Voice 1 [Arik et al., 2017a] , Deep Voice 2 [Arik et al., 2017b] , Deep Voice 3 [Ping et al., 2018] , WaveNet [Oord et al., 2016a] , SampleRNN [Mehri et al., 2016] , Char2Wav [Sotelo et al., 2017] , Tacotron and VoiceLoop [Taigman et al., 2018] . Among these methods, sequence-to-sequence models [Ping et al., 2018 , Sotelo et al., 2017 with attention mechanism have much simpler pipeline and can produce more natural speech [e.g., Shen et al., 2017] . In this work, we use Deep Voice 3 as the baseline multi-speaker model, because of its simple convolutional architecture and high efficiency for training and fast model adaptation. It should be noted that our techniques can be seamlessly applied to other neural speech synthesis models.
Few-shot generative modeling: Humans can learn new generative tasks from only a few examples, which motivates research on few-shot generative models. Early studies mostly focus on Bayesian methods. For example, hierarchical Bayesian models are used to exploit compositionality and causality for few-shot generation of characters [Lake et al., 2013 [Lake et al., , 2015 and words in speech [Lake et al., 2014] . Recently, deep neural networks achieve great successes in few-shot density estimation and conditional image generation [e.g., Rezende et al., 2016 , Reed et al., 2017 , Azadi et al., 2017 , because of the great potential for composition in their learned representation. In this work, we investigate few-shot generative modeling of speech conditioned on a particular speaker. We train a separate speaker encoding network to directly predict the parameters of multi-speaker generative model by only taking unsubscribed audio samples as inputs.
Speaker-dependent speech processing: Speaker-dependent modeling has been widely studied for automatic speech recognition (ASR), with the goal of improving the performance by exploiting speaker characteristics. In particular, there are two groups of methods in neural ASR, in alignment with our two voice cloning approaches. The first group is speaker adaptation for the whole-model [Yu et al., 2013] , a portion of the model Metze, 2015, Cui et al., 2017] , or merely to a speaker embedding Jiang, 2013, Xue et al., 2014] . Speaker adaptation for voice cloning is in the same vein as these approaches, but differences arise when text-to-speech vs. speech-to-text are considered [Yamagishi et al., 2009] . The second group is based on training ASR models jointly with embeddings. Extraction of the embeddings can be based on i-vectors , or bottleneck layers of neural networks trained with a classification loss [Li and Wu, 2015] . Although the general idea of speaker encoding is also based on extracting the embeddings directly, as a major distinction, our speaker encoder models are trained with an objective function that is directly related to speech synthesis. Lastly, speaker-dependent modeling is essential for multi-speaker speech synthesis. Using i-vectors to represent speaker-dependent characteristics is one approach , however, they have the limitation of being separately trained, with an objective that is not directly related to speech synthesis. Also they may not be accurately extracted with small amount of audio . Another approach for multi-speaker speech synthesis is using trainable speaker embeddings [Arik et al., 2017b] , which are randomly initialized and jointly optimized from a generative loss function.
Voice conversion: A closely related task of voice cloning is voice conversion. The goal of voice conversion is to modify an utterance from source speaker to make it sound like the target speaker, while keeping the linguistic contents unchanged. Unlike voice cloning, voice conversion systems do not need to generalize to unseen texts. One common approach is dynamic frequency warping, to align spectra of different speakers. Agiomyrgiannakis and Roupakia [2016] proposes a dynamic programming algorithm that simultaneously estimates the optimal frequency warping and weighting transform while matching source and target speakers using a matching-minimization algorithm. uses a spectral conversion approach integrated with the locally linear embeddings for manifold learning. There are also approaches to model spectral conversion using neural networks [Desai et al., 2010 , Chen et al., 2014 , Hwang et al., 2015 . Those models are typically trained with a large amount of audio pairs of target and source speakers.
From Multi-Speaker Generative Modeling to Voice Cloning
We consider a multi-speaker generative model, f (t i,j , s i ; W, e si ), which takes a text t i,j and a speaker identity s i . The trainable parameters in the model is parameterized by W , and e si . The latter denotes the trainable speaker embedding corresponding to s i . Both W and e si are optimized by minimizing a loss function L that penalizes the difference between generated and ground-truth audios (e.g. a regression loss for spectrograms): min
where S is a set of speakers, T si is a training set of text-audio pairs for speaker s i , and a i,j is the ground-truth audio for t i,j of speaker s i . The expectation is estimated over text-audio pairs of all training speakers. We use W and e to denote the trained parameters and embeddings. Speaker embeddings have been shown to effectively capture speaker characteristics with low-dimensional vectors [Arik et al., 2017b , Ping et al., 2018 . Despite training with only a generative loss, discriminative properties (e.g. gender and accent) are observed in the speaker embedding space [Arik et al., 2017b] .
For voice cloning, we extract the speaker characteristics for an unseen speaker s k from a set of cloning audios A s k , and generate an audio given any text for that speaker. The two performance metrics for the generated audio are speech naturalness and speaker similarity (i.e., whether the generated audio sounds like it is pronounced by the target speaker). The two approaches for neural voice cloning are summarized in Fig. 1 and explained in the following sections.
Speaker adaptation
The idea of speaker adaptation is to fine-tune a trained multi-speaker model for an unseen speaker using a few audio-text pairs. Fine-tuning can be applied to either the speaker embedding [Taigman et al., 2018] or the whole model. For embedding-only adaptation, we have the following objective:
where T s k is a set of text-audio pairs for the target speaker s k . For whole model adaptation, we have the following objective: min
Although the entire model provides more degrees of freedom for speaker adaptation, its optimization is challenging for small amount of cloning data. Early stopping is required to avoid overfitting.
Speaker encoding
We propose a speaker encoding method to directly estimate the speaker embedding from audio samples of an unseen speaker. Such a model does not require any fine-tuning during voice cloning. Thus, the same model can be used for all unseen speakers. The speaker encoder, g(A s k ; Θ), takes a set of cloning audio samples A s k and estimates e s k for speaker s k . The model is parametrized by Θ. Ideally, the speaker encoder can be jointly trained with the multi-speaker generative model from scratch, with a loss function defined for the generated audio: min Note that the speaker encoder is trained with the speakers for the multi-speaker generative model. During training, a set of cloning audio samples A si are randomly sampled for training speaker s i . During inference, audio samples from the target speaker s k , A s k , are used to compute g(A s k ; Θ). We observed optimization challenges with joint training from scratch: the speaker encoder tends to estimate an average voice to minimize the overall generative loss. One possible solution is to introduce discriminative loss functions for intermediate embeddings 4 or generated audios 5 . In our case, however, such approaches only slightly improve speaker differences. Instead, we propose a separate training procedure for speaker encoder. Speaker embeddings e s i are extracted from a trained multi-speaker generative model f (t i,j , s i ; W, e si ). Then, the speaker encoder g(A s k ; Θ) is trained with an L1 loss to predict the embeddings from sampled cloning audios:
Eventually, entire model can be jointly fine-tuned following Eq. 4, with pre-trained W and Θ as the initialization. Fine-tuning encourages the generative model to compensate for embedding estimation errors, and may reduce attention problems. However, generative loss still dominates learning and speaker differences in generated audios may be slightly reduced as well (see Section 4.3 for details). For speaker encoder g(A s k ; Θ), we propose a neural network architecture comprising three parts (as shown in Fig. 2 ):
(i) Spectral processing: We input mel-spectrograms of cloning audio samples to prenet, which contains fully-connected layers with exponential linear unit for feature transformation. (ii) Temporal processing: To utilize long-term context, we use convolutional layers with gated linear unit and residual connections, average pooling is applied to summarize the whole utterance. 4 We have experimented classification loss by mapping the embeddings to labels via a softmax layer. 5 We have experimented integrating a pre-trained classifier to encourage discrimination in generated audios.
(iii) Cloning sample attention: Considering that different cloning audios contain different amount of speaker information, we use a multi-head self-attention mechanism [Vaswani et al., 2017 ] to compute the weights for different audios and get aggregated embeddings.
Discriminative models for evaluation
Besides human evaluations, we propose two evaluation methods using discriminative models for voice cloning performance.
Speaker classification
Speaker classifier determines which speaker an audio sample belongs to. For voice cloning evaluation, a speaker classifier is trained with the set of speakers used for cloning. High-quality voice cloning would result in high classification accuracy. The architecture is composed of similar spectral and temporal processing layers in Fig. 6 and an additional embedding layer before the softmax function.
Speaker verification
Speaker verification is the task of authenticating the claimed identity of a speaker, based on a test audio and enrolled audios from the speaker. In particular, it performs binary classification to identify whether the test audio and enrolled audios are from the same speaker [e.g., Snyder et al., 2016] .
We consider an end-to-end text-independent speaker verification model [Snyder et al., 2016] (see Appendix C for more details of model architecture). The speaker verification model can be trained on a multi-speaker dataset, and then used to verify if the cloned audio and the ground-truth audio are from the same speaker. Unlike the speaker classification approach, speaker verification model does not require training with the audios from the target speaker for cloning, hence it can be used for unseen speakers with a few samples. As the quantitative performance metric, the equal error-rate (EER) 6 can be used to measure how close the cloned audios are to the ground truth audios.
Experiments

Datasets
In our first set of experiments (Sections 4.3 and 4.4), the multi-speaker generative model and speaker encoder are trained using LibriSpeech dataset [Panayotov et al., 2015] , which contains audios (16 KHz) for 2484 speakers, totalling 820 hours. LibriSpeech is a dataset for automatic speech recognition, and its audio quality is lower compared to speech synthesis datasets. 7 Voice cloning is performed on VCTK dataset [Veaux et al., 2017] . VCTK consists of audios sampled at 48 KHz for 108 native speakers of English with various accents. To be consistent with LibriSpeech dataset, VCTK audios are downsampled to 16 KHz. For a chosen speaker, a few cloning audios are randomly sampled for each experiment. The sentences presented in Appendix B are used to generate audios for evaluation. In our second set of experiments (Section 4.5), we aim to investigate the impact of the training dataset. We split the VCTK dataset for training and testing: 84 speakers are used for training the multi-speaker model, 8 speakers for validation, and 16 speakers for cloning.
Model specifications
Our multi-speaker generative model is based on the convolutional sequence-to-sequence architecture proposed in Ping et al. [2018] , with similar hyperparameters and Griffin-Lim vocoder. To get better performance, we increase the time-resolution by reducing the hop length and window size parameters to 300 and 1200, and add a quadratic loss term to penalize large amplitude components superlinearly. For speaker adaptation experiments, we reduce the embedding dimensionality to 128, as it yields less overfitting problems. Overall, the baseline multi-speaker generative model has around 25M trainable parameters when trained for the LibriSpeech dataset. For the second set of experiments, hyperparameters of the VCTK model is used from Ping et al. [2018] to train a multi-speaker model for the 84 speakers of VCTK, with Griffin-Lim vocoder.
We train speaker encoders for different number of cloning audios separately. Initially, cloning audios are converted to log-mel spectrograms with 80 frequency bands, with a hop length of 400, a window size of 1600. Log-mel spectrograms are fed to spectral processing layers, which are composed of 2-layer prenet of size 128. Then, temporal processing is applied with two 1-D convolutional layers with a filter width of 12. Finally, multi-head attention is applied with 2 heads and a unit size of 128 for keys, queries and values. The final embedding size is 512. Validation set consists 25 held-out speakers. A batch size of 64 is used, with an initial learning rate of 0.0006 with annealing rate of 0.6 applied every 8000 iterations. Mean absolute error for the validation set is shown in Fig. 11 in Appendix D. More cloning audios leads to more accurate speaker embedding estimation, especially with the attention mechanism (see Appendix D for more details about the learned attention coefficients).
We train a speaker classifier using VCTK dataset to classify which of the 108 speakers an audio sample belongs to. Speaker classifier has a fully-connected layer of size 256, 6 convolutional layers with 256 filters of width 4, and a final embedding layer of size 32. The model achieves 100% accuracy for validation set of size 512.
We train a speaker verification model using LibriSpeech dataset. Validation sets consists 50 held-out speakers from Librispeech. EERs are estimated by randomly pairing up utterances from the same or different speakers (50% for each case) in test set. We perform 40960 trials for each test set. We describe the details of speaker verification model in Appendix C. For speaker adaptation approach, we pick the optimal number of iterations using speaker classification accuracy. For speaker encoding, we consider voice cloning with and without joint fine-tuning of the speaker encoder and multi-speaker generative model. 8 Table 1 summarizes the approaches and lists the requirements for training, data, cloning time and memory footprint. For speaker adaptation, Fig. 3 shows the speaker classification accuracy vs. the number of iterations. For both, the classification accuracy significantly increases with more samples, up to ten samples. In the low sample count regime, adapting the speaker embedding is less likely to overfit the samples than adapting the whole model. The two methods also require different numbers of iterations to converge. Compared to whole-model adaptation (which converges around 1000 iterations for even 100 cloning audio samples), embedding adaptation takes significantly more iterations to converge, thus it results in much longer cloning time.
Voice cloning performance
Figs. 4a and 4b show the classification accuracy and EER, obtained by speaker classification and speaker verification models. Both speaker adaptation and speaker encoding benefit from more cloning audios. When the number of cloning audio samples exceed five, whole-model adaptation outperforms other techniques. Speaker encoding yields a lower classification accuracy compared to embedding adaptation, but they achieve a similar speaker verification performance.
Besides evaluations by discriminative models, we conduct subject tests on Amazon Mechanical Turk framework. For assessment of the naturalness, we use the 5-scale mean opinion score (MOS). For assessment of how similar the generated audios are to the ground-truth audios from target speakers, we use the 4-scale similarity score with the question and categories in [Wester et al., 2016] . 9   Tables 2 and 3 show the results of human evaluations. Higher number of cloning audios improve both metrics. The improvement is more significant for whole model adaptation, due to the more degrees of freedom provided for an unseen speaker. Indeed, for high sample counts, the naturalness significantly exceeds the baseline model, due to the dominance of better quality adaptation samples over training data. Speaker encoding achieves naturalness similar or better than the baseline model. The naturalness is even further improved with fine-tuning since it allows the generative model to learn how to compensate for the errors of the speaker encoder. Similarity scores slightly improve with higher sample counts for speaker encoding, and match the scores for speaker embedding adaptation. Table 3 : Similarity score evaluations with 95% confidence intervals (training with LibriSpeech speakers and cloning with 108 VCTK speakers).
Voice morphing via embedding manipulation
As shown in Fig. 5 , speaker encoder maps speakers into a meaningful latent space. Inspired by word embedding manipulation (e.g. to demonstrate the existence of simple algebraic operations as king -queen = male -female), we apply algebraic operations to inferred embeddings to transform their speech characteristics. To transform gender, we estimate the averaged speaker embeddings for each gender, and add their difference to a particular speaker. For example, BritishMale + AveragedFemaleAveragedMale yields a British female speaker. Similarly, we consider region of accent transformation via BritishMale + AveragedAmerican -AveragedBritish to obtain an American male speaker. Our results demonstrate high quality audios with specific gender and accent characteristics. Table 5 : Similarity score evaluations with 95% confidence intervals (training with 84 VCTK speakers and cloning with 16 VCTK speakers).
To evaluate the impact of the dataset, we consider training with a subset of the VCTK containing 84 speakers, and cloning on another 16 speakers. Tables 4 and 5 present the human evaluations for speaker adaptation. 11 Speaker verification results are given in Appendix C. One the one hand, compared to LibriSpeech, cleaner VCTK data improves the multi-speaker generative model, leading to better whole-model adaptation results. On the other hand, embedding-only adaptation significantly underperforms whole-model adaptation due to the limited speaker diversity in VCTK dataset.
Conclusions
We study two approaches for neural voice cloning: speaker adaptation and speaker encoding. We demonstrate that both approaches can achieve good cloning quality even with only a few cloning audios. For naturalness, we show that both speaker adaptation and speaker encoding can achieve an MOS similar to the baseline multi-speaker generative model. Thus, the proposed techniques can potentially be improved with better multi-speaker models in the future (such as replacing GriffinLim with WaveNet vocoder). For similarity, we demonstrate that both approaches benefit from a larger number of cloning audios. The performance gap between whole-model and embedding-only adaptation indicates that some discriminative speaker information still exists in the generative model besides speaker embeddings. The benefit of compact representation via embeddings is fast cloning and small footprint per speaker. We observe drawbacks of training the multi-speaker generative model using a speech recognition dataset with low-quality audios and limited speaker diversity. Improvements in the quality of dataset would result in higher naturalness. We expect our techniques to benefit significantly from a large-scale and high-quality multi-speaker dataset. 
B Voice cloning test sentences
Prosecutors have opened a massive investigation/into allegations of/fixing games/and illegal betting%.
Different telescope designs/perform differently%and have different strengths/and weaknesses%.
We can continue to strengthen the education of good lawyers%.
Feedback must be timely/and accurate/throughout the project%.
Humans also judge distance/by using the relative sizes of objects%.
Churches should not encourage it%or make it look harmless%.
Learn about/setting up/wireless network configuration%.
You can eat them fresh cooked%or fermented%.
If this is true%then those/who tend to think creatively%really are somehow different%.
She will likely jump for joy%and want to skip straight to the honeymoon%.
The sugar syrup/should create very fine strands of sugar%that drape over the handles%.
But really in the grand scheme of things%this information is insignificant%.
I let the positive/overrule the negative%.
He wiped his brow/with his forearm%.
Instead of fixing it%they give it a nickname%.
About half the people%who are infected%also lose weight%.
The second half of the book%focuses on argument/and essay writing%.
We have the means/to help ourselves%.
The large items/are put into containers/for disposal%.
He loves to/watch me/drink this stuff%.
Still%it is an odd fashion choice%.
Funding is always an issue/after the fact%.
Let us/encourage each other%. The sentences used to generate test samples for the voice cloning models. The white space characters / and % follow the same definition as in Ping et al. [2018] .
C Speaker verification model
Given a set of (e.g., 1∼5) enrollment audios 12 and a test audio, speaker verification model performs a binary classification and tells whether the enrollment and test audios are from the same speaker. Although using other speaker verification models [e.g., Snyder et al., 2016] would also suffice, we choose to create our own speaker verification models using convolutional-recurrent architecture [Amodei et al., 2016] . We note that our equal-error-rate results on test set of unseen speakers are on par with the state-of-the-art speaker verification models. The architecture of our model is illustrated in Figure 8 . We compute mel-scaled spectrogram of enrollment audios and test audio after resampling the input to a constant sampling frequency. Then, we apply two-dimensional convolutional layers convolving over both time and frequency bands, with batch normalization and ReLU non-linearity after each convolution layer. The output of last convolution layer is feed into a recurrent layer (GRU). We then mean-pool over time (and enrollment audios if there are many), then apply a fully connected layer to obtain the speaker encodings for both enrollment audios and test audio. We use the probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) for scoring the similarity between the two encodings [Prince and Elder, 2007, Snyder et al., 2016] . The PLDA score [Snyder et al., 2016] is defined as,
where x and y are speaker encodings of enrollment and test audios respectively after fully-connected layer, w and b are scalar parameters, and S is a symmetric matrix. Then, s(x, y) is feed into a sigmoid unit to obtain the probability that they are from the same speaker. The model is trained using cross-entropy loss. Table 6 lists hyperparameters of speaker verification model for LibriSpeech dataset.
In addition to speaker verification test results presented in main text (Figure 4b ), we also include the result using 1 enrollment audio when the multi-speaker generative model is trained on LibriSpeech. When multi-speaker generative model is trained on VCTK, the results are in Figure 10 . It should be noted that, the EER on cloned audios could be potentially better than on ground truth VCTK, because the speaker verification model is trained on LibriSpeech dataset. 
D Implications of attention
For a trained speaker encoder model, Fig. 12 exemplifies attention distributions for different audio lengths. The attention mechanism can yield highly non-uniformly distributed coefficients while combining the information in different cloning samples, and especially assigns higher coefficients to longer audios, as intuitively expected due to the potential more information content in them.
Figure 11: Mean absolute error in embedding estimation vs. the number of cloning audios for a validation set of 25 speakers, shown with the attention mechanism and without attention mechanism (by simply averaging). 
E Speaker embedding space learned by the encoder
To analyze the speaker embedding space learned by the trained speaker encoders, we apply principal component analysis to the space of inferred embeddings and consider their ground truth labels for gender and region of accent from the VCTK dataset. Fig. 13 shows visualization of the first two principal components. We observe that speaker encoder maps the cloning audios to a latent space with highly meaningful discriminative patterns. In particular for gender, a one dimensional linear transformation from the learned speaker embeddings can achieve a very high discriminative accuracy -although the models never see the ground truth gender label while training. Figure 13 : First two principal components of the inferred embeddings, with the ground truth labels for gender and region of accent for the VCTK speakers as in Arik et al. [2017b] .
F Similarity scores
For the result in Table 3 , Fig. 14 shows the distribution of the scores given by MTurk users as in [Wester et al., 2016] . For 10 sample count, the ratio of evaluations with the 'same speaker' rating exceeds 70 % for all models.
Figure 14: Distribution of similarity scores for 1 and 10 sample counts.
